Chapter II: Areas of Greatest Potential Convergence

By Clementine G. Starling and Didi Kirsten Tatlow

The areas of greatest potential transatlantic convergence deal primarily with values both in China and globally: China’s formidably poor human rights record, global competition over the means of governance, China’s coercive diplomatic practices, and China’s influence operations across the globe. This range of behaviors is at work at home and around the world. A transatlantic strategy to deal with China should have these as key pillars, not only because a united response is critical to calling out China and taking action, but also because they provide common ground for agreement among transatlantic allies. These issues go to the heart of what transatlantic nations stand for.

Across the board, the United States and European nations typically align their rhetoric and responses to China’s human rights violations, tending to opt for multilateral statements, legislation, or action, often through the use of international fora like the United Nations (UN) and the European Union (EU). Consistently, in bilateral and multilateral settings, most North American and European countries opt to call out China’s human rights abuses against domestic dissenters, including citizen journalists; in Xinjiang, Hong Kong, and Tibet; and against religious practitioners, and to voice concerns about China’s information, surveillance, and coercive diplomacy apparatus, including its growing digital capabilities. In these areas, there should be ample potential and opportunities for transatlantic partners to design common approaches to protect democratic institutions and human rights. And yet China is routinely able to intimidate transatlantic nations from taking action on these values or even speaking out. The tactics and mechanisms of China’s influence and interference, while long neglected and often difficult for outsiders to grasp due to linguistic and political factors, are similar around the world, making collaboration on resisting and defeating them entirely possible if the transatlantic political will is present. Only with a more concerted and unified transatlantic approach can sanctions or shaming have any impact on Chinese behavior.

Section A: China’s Malign Governance and Human Rights Practices

1. The Challenges

a) The governance debate

One of the foremost challenges to the transatlantic community is how to deal with China’s governance practices that differ so widely from those of the United States and Europe. China sees the world through an ideological lens, where autocracy is in competition with democracy. Its autocratic practices today look different than in previous decades. Instead of directly countering democracy, domestically, the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) has twisted democratic structures into tools of oppression and state control. Ruling politicians are able to gain more power than ever, using domestic elections as justification to impose a regime’s will rather than as an opportunity for the minority to have its say.96

Autocracy and democracy are fundamentally incompatible types of political systems, but given this divergence, a key question for the United States and its allies is what policies to follow in the face of this divergence. China today seeks to make a “world safe for autocracy” so that the CCP can continue to rule at home without impingement. Reaching outward, autocratic China has offered alternatives to US-led institutions, aimed at undermining universal values and lending to the CCP’s own survival. Some experts now see an emerging security dilemma posed by this governance challenge wherein China’s “efforts to make the world safer for the CCP ... threaten liberal democracies overseas ... as a consequence of its defensive efforts.”97

Internationally, China plays within existing international structures but seeks to undermine them by bending the
China also seeks to alleviate domestic economic challenges “through overseas investment and the creation of markets” around the world for Chinese goods.\(^\text{100}\) If the CCP’s legitimacy depends on its economic strength, then its global ambitions are intrinsically tied to autocracy. The crux of Chinese domestic power is information dominance; accordingly, the CCP manipulates the information space as a way to increase its legitimacy, including by attempting to shape the developing world’s views on autocracy and China more generally. This also reinforces Chinese economic markets in the developing world.\(^\text{101}\) According to the director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), Christopher Ray, the United States should view Chinese ambitions as “not just a whole-of-government threat but a whole-of-society threat,” reflecting a fear that CCP protections come at the cost of democracy and the US-led international order.\(^\text{102}\)

Further, China has deepened its authoritarianism. As a result, it is spending billions of dollars to shape global political perceptions to its advantage.\(^\text{103}\) Indeed, the CCP has more recently outlined the benefits and underpinnings of its socialist system to an external audience.\(^\text{104}\) In 2017, Yang Jiechi, at the time state councilor and currently director of the CCP’s Central Foreign Affairs Commission Office, said of China: “We should enhance confidence in the path, theories, system and culture of socialism with distinctive Chinese features, and share our governance experience with other countries.”\(^\text{105}\) The ideas have also been reflected in Chinese President Xi Jinping’s statements, including his address to the 19th National Congress of the CCP in October 2017.\(^\text{106}\) This is a significant and interesting development as the CCP looks to communicate the benefits and value of its system.\(^\text{107}\)

Over the next decade, democracies like the United States and European countries will need to decide which Chinese efforts are acceptable and which undermine democracy and international institutions, and thus must be collectively countered. Regardless of that decision, China’s global ambitions remain tied to its autocracy. Under Xi, Chinese governance at home is foundational to China’s rise as a world power.\(^\text{108}\)

b) Chinese human rights violations

Critical to China’s governance model is control of its power, people, and information. Alongside the challenge posed by China’s governance practices, arguably one of the largest concerns about China’s conduct is its record of human rights violations and undermining of other nations’ sovereignty. China not only exports abusive human rights practices abroad, the CCP’s largest violation is against the Chinese people. While the Universal Declaration of Human Rights states that all people possess “human rights and fundamental freedoms” that governments are bound to secure,\(^\text{109}\) in China, the CCP’s absolute and totalitarian rule systemically dispossesses Chinese citizens of their rights and curtails widespread freedoms in order to retain power. People in China are subject to extreme scrutiny and surveillance. They are prohibited from practicing the “religion or belief of their choice,” expressing opinions, or forming “groups of their choosing without fear” of retribution or arrest, and members of minority groups are subject to mass detention, “political indoctrination, torture, forced abortions
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and sterilization, and state-sponsored forced labor.”\textsuperscript{110} While specific cases of China’s human rights abuses do and should draw particular attention from the international community, the mass scale of curtailment of the Chinese people’s freedoms by the CCP should not be overlooked.

As the United States and European nations grapple with how to address the profound issues surrounding China’s human rights abuses, a complicating factor is the distinct differences in terminology and language used to describe this set of issues. Concepts of foreign policy vary greatly between China and the United States.\textsuperscript{111} The widening gap between conceptual perspectives makes building a common language more difficult, and dialogue harder. This was demonstrated at the 2019 Shanghai-La Dialogue where terms like “rules-based international order” versus “a Community of Common Destiny” and “Indo-Pacific” versus “Asia-Pacific” were used differently by US and Chinese officials. These notable differences in language depict variant global visions and make it easier for these nations to talk past each other. Significantly, in this context, “democracy”—the defining feature of governance in Europe and North America, requiring rule by the people for the people through free and fair elections and respect for individual rights—was coopted by Xi in 2019 to describe “China’s people’s democracy [as] a type of whole-process democracy.”\textsuperscript{112} As Xi and the CCP endeavor to bestow democracy with “Chinese characteristics”\textsuperscript{113} rather than besmirch the term democracy completely, the Chinese president’s description of a “socialist democracy” makes it harder for the United States and European nations to conduct forthright dialogue that addresses the shortcomings of China’s systemic oppression. These different meanings and applications of shared language should be considered when the United States and European nations conduct dialogue with China because misrepresentations may extend to the use of the words “rights” and “freedoms,” complicating the picture on human rights.

The Uyghurs in Xinjiang. In 2017, authorities in the Xinjiang region in northwest China enacted regulation enforcing “de-extremification,” which resulted in up to one million Uyghurs, Kazaks, and other ethnic minorities being sent to internment camps. “Many religious figures, intellectuals, and academics were detained in Xinjiang ... for exercising their rights to freedom of religion and expression.”\textsuperscript{114} This extreme crackdown on the rights and freedoms of minority Chinese people was preceded by terror attacks in China that the Chinese government attributed to Uyghur extremists. In 2009, ethnic rioting caused two hundred deaths in Xinjiang,\textsuperscript{115} while a train station attack in Kunming killed at least twenty-nine people and injured 143 people in 2014.\textsuperscript{116} The Chinese government has used such incidents to justify the rampant impingement on all Uyghurs’ rights. Following the 9/11 attacks on the United States, Beijing claimed that some Uyghur groups turned to terrorism, most notably the separatist East Turkestan Islamic Movement (ETIM)\textsuperscript{117} which calls for Xinjiang’s separation as “Eastern Turkestan.” The CCP considers these individuals to be “part of a network of Islamic terror, with funding from the Middle East.”\textsuperscript{118} Nonetheless, longstanding skepticism exists about Beijing’s characterization of the extent of the terrorist threat.\textsuperscript{119} In fact, in July 2020, the US Government removed ETIM from the US terror list, stating that “there’s no clear evidence that ETIM continues to exist” or pose a risk.\textsuperscript{120}

Despite the Chinese government’s claim that it will eventually phase out “transformation-through-education” detention centers in Xinjiang,\textsuperscript{121} reports show continued detention of predominantly Muslim ethnic groups. Outside of Xinjiang’s detention facilities, Chinese authorities subject Turkic Muslims in Xinjiang to extraordinary restrictions on personal life. Authorities have recalled passports throughout the region\textsuperscript{122} and created checkpoints between towns. “They are subjected to persistent political indoctrination, including compulsory flag-raising ceremonies and political
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The people of Xinjiang are also subject to pervasive state surveillance. According to the US Department of State, recorded human rights abuses include “coercive population control methods [forced sterilization and abortion, detention, etc.], forced labor, arbitrary detention in internment camps, torture, physical and sexual abuse, mass surveillance, family separation, and repression of cultural and religious expression.” Many, if not all, of these practices are currently being conducted and mandated by the Chinese state in Xinjiang. Indeed, in January 2021, then-US Secretary of State Michael R. Pompeo declared that China is committing genocide against the Uyghurs and other minorities in Xinjiang, tantamount to crimes against humanity. The statement followed US President Joseph R. Biden Jr.’s then-campaign describing China’s activities in Xinjiang as “genocide” in August 2020. US Secretary of State Antony Blinken reaffirmed this view at his confirmation hearing before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee on January 19. To date, these statements by both the Trump and Biden administrations are the strongest denunciations by any government of China’s actions against the Uyghurs. The term “genocide” has yet to be used by other transatlantic governments.

Hong Kong. An article in the Basic Law of Hong Kong’s “mini-constitution,” Article 23, stipulates that the city must enact its own national security law. In 2003, this stipulation prompted mass protests due to concerns about the “loss of freedom of speech and other civil liberties. Under this clause, national security laws must ban seven types of activity: treason, secession, sedition, subversion against the central government, theft of state secrets, the hosting of political activities by foreign political organizations or bodies, and the establishment of ties between local and foreign political organizations.”

Chinese suppression of “free expression, association, and political participation in Hong Kong worsened considerably in 2018.” In June 2019, peaceful protests began in Hong Kong against the government’s plans to allow the extradition of people to mainland China, a bill that would undermine judicial independence and endanger dissidents. Protests turned violent, with police firing live bullets into crowds and more than seven thousand people arrested.

On June 30, 2020, China imposed a wide-ranging national security law on Hong Kong that defines four new crimes: separatism, subversion, terrorism, and collusion with external powers. Significantly, this means that anyone who protests against China will be accused of collaborating with foreign governments, putting protesters in Hong Kong at risk of arrest and life imprisonment. The law extends beyond Hong Kong itself; according to Article 38, it also applies to crimes committed outside of Hong Kong, and any foreigner can be accused of threatening Chinese national security.

Under the “one country, two systems” arrangement, Hong Kong has its own judiciary and a separate legal system from mainland China, including the right to freedom of assembly and freedom of speech. Yet, the harsh crackdown and disavowal of those freedoms to the people of Hong Kong has challenged the limited sovereignty of the state.

Tibet. In Tibet, religious freedom, free speech, freedom of movement, and freedom of assembly are extensively restricted by the authorities. In one particular case in 2018, several hundred Tibetans traveling on Chinese passports to visit the Dalai Lama were threatened by officials in Tibetan areas, forcing them to return home for fear
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of retribution against them and their family members. Chinese officials view Tibetan Buddhism and belief in the Dalai Lama as a threat, and thus merely possessing images of the spiritual leader can result in imprisonment and torture. For the last five years, Freedom House has "ranked Tibet among the worst places in the world for the denial of freedom." Perversely, Tibetans have been encouraged to denounce members of their own community to authorities.

An extreme system of public surveillance exists in the region, including extensive security cameras, police checkpoints, and the monitoring of public movements and activities by party officials. China has also “repeatedly violated UN conventions through extensive use of torture against Tibetan political prisoners.” Tibetans are imprisoned for small acts of expression, including “waving the Tibetan flag, calling for the return of the Dalai Lama, and sending information about events in Tibet abroad,” as well as on “unclear or unspecified charges.” In extreme cases, Tibetans may face the death penalty for charges related to “separatism,” described as “acts intended to divide or damage the Chinese state.”

c) Chinese surveillance tools and techniques

Technologies and tools. The Chinese government’s information control and grip on power is maintained by an intense system of mass surveillance, which is part of a deep-seated CCP belief in thought control. Under Xi, the Chinese government has invested heavily in technology that enables pervasive surveillance of its public, impinging on citizens’ privacy. It is estimated that the government has installed up to 2.7 billion cameras around the country—adding to an existing fifty million cameras with facial recognition—in order to reduce “blind spots” in populated and urban areas.

The CCP’s mass surveillance architecture is supported by private technology and Internet companies enabling the use of “facial recognition, real-name registration systems, and big data” analytics. China maintains its “Great Firewall,” which bans a range of platforms and systems developed in the United States and Europe, including Facebook and Twitter. Retaliation by authorities for public use of these platforms is severe. In 2019, Twitter users in China were reportedly threatened and detained for being active on the platform. China maintains its extensive control of cyberspace in the country by executing “malware and denial of service attacks against overseas servers, websites and messaging apps” considered hard to control. In addition, to maintain strict information flow, the Chinese government collects biometrics, such as DNA and voice samples, to deploy mass surveillance systems across the country. China uses “such biometrics for automated surveillance purposes,” developing “a nationwide reward and punishment system known as the ‘social credit system’” and developing and applying “big data” policing programs aimed at preventing dissent. All of these systems are being deployed without effective privacy protections in law or in practice, and citizens are often unaware that their data is being gathered, or how it is used or stored.

Not only is published content (in speeches, books, and online) monitored to ensure it remains in line with the CCP Central Committee, “[i]n combination with banking data, mobile payment apps, WeChat, Social Credit Score, third-generation national ID card, biometric information, Great Firewall, mobile phones, televisions, and other surveillance hardware and software” these technologies abolish privacy and enforce control. People so extensively monitored are unable to exercise their freedoms without fear of retribution.

Censorship apparatus. A “war on the truth” is central to the CCP’s survival. The CCP’s propaganda and censorship apparatus keeps its citizens from knowing the extent of its corruption and repression. The security apparatus is made up of at least seven agencies responsible for
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restricting information and regulating communications. Moreover, “there are two major Internet censorship programs: the ‘Great Firewall’ and the ‘Golden Shield’ program. Both rapidly censor content ... produced within ... China.”

148 Internationally, China would like to assert “Internet sovereignty” (giving countries the right to control domestic Internet space) and “data sovereignty” (data are subject to the laws of the country where they were collected). 149

Chinese censorship covers any content that is deemed to pose a risk to the survival of the CCP, including any coverage critical of the government, open religious practices, and content from the outside world or news sources that are deemed risky, among much else. The CCP cracks down on news stories deemed to “expose state secrets” a policy that is loosely defined to enable the government to censor any information it considers harmful to party rule or image. Social media platforms are blocked and monitored to ensure group communication remains controllable, websites and publications are shut down, and journalists, dissenters, and activists are imprisoned for subverting authority.

One of the most notable cases of Chinese censorship is Google’s battle with the Chinese government over censoring the 2010 Nobel Peace Prize being awarded to imprisoned Chinese activist Liu Xiaobo. 151 In a more recent case, the CCP has restricted China’s media to censor reporting on an antitrust probe into technology group Alibaba.
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reportedly directed media outlets to “strictly invoke” the official party line on the investigation into Alibaba and to “not make changes or engage in extended analysis without permission.”\textsuperscript{152} The severe directive went on to state “if any company announcements oppose the official stance, do not publish, do not re-post, do not quote foreign media.”\textsuperscript{153} This harsh crackdown is indicative of the sprawling nature of government censorship and the repercussions for any individual, company, or organization in China that goes against the party narrative. Information free of interference does not exist within the virtual walls of China’s “Golden Shield.”

\textbf{CCP legal rule.} In February 2019, Xi emphasized that the Chinese legal system should be under the CCP’s “absolute leadership.”\textsuperscript{154} China legalized arbitrary and secret detention, along with an extrajudicial system of detention (liuzhi), allowing for “prolonged incommunicado detention and increased risk of torture” for forced “confessions.”\textsuperscript{155} Between February and May 2019 alone, the United Nations Working Group on Enforced or Involuntary Disappearances investigated twenty cases of Chinese enforced disappearances.\textsuperscript{156} The new regulation “increased the powers of law enforcement and security agencies,”\textsuperscript{157} shielding police officers from legal responsibility for damages while carrying out their duties.\textsuperscript{158}

\textbf{Treatment of the media.} While the Chinese Constitution technically grants the country’s citizens freedom of speech and press, Chinese media regulations are unclear, allowing for crackdowns on news stories that meet the CCP’s vague definitions of “exposing state secrets.” Media outlets in China typically exercise their own monitoring systems to ensure content is compliant with what is politically acceptable. As part of the “Great Firewall,” websites that systems to ensure content is compliant with what is politically acceptable. As part of the “Great Firewall,” websites that provide citizens with access to outside information, and select Google services—are completely “blocked or temporarily ‘black out’ during periods” of unrest.\textsuperscript{159} Such platforms pose a perceived threat to the CCP because they provide citizens with access to outside information, provide external people access to domestic information about China, and enable virtual congregation of citizens that is hard to monitor. The government ban extends beyond platforms to photos and videos viewed as threats to the state, as well as reports on issues “like official corruption, the economy, health and environmental scandals, certain religious groups, and ethnic strife, that officials deem could incite social unrest.”\textsuperscript{160}

China also has stringent rules in place that clamp down on press freedoms, including requiring foreign journalists to gain authorization before reporting in the country. These permissions are used to prevent journalists from reporting on topics undesirable to the CCP, including corruption, as well as economic and financial developments.\textsuperscript{161} In March 2020, China ordered US citizens from the \textit{New York Times}, the \textit{Wall Street Journal}, and the \textit{Washington Post} “to return their press cards within ten days, prohibiting them from working in China, Hong Kong, and Macau.”\textsuperscript{162} This was the first time China had formally banned journalists from working in Hong Kong.\textsuperscript{163} “Chinese authorities also ordered five US media outlets to provide details about their personnel, operations, and assets in China.”\textsuperscript{164} These mechanisms, including visa denial and expulsion, are used to bar media groups for unfavorable coverage.\textsuperscript{165} As Laura Rosenberger and Lindsay Gorman pointedly note, the controlling and manipulating practices outlined above that fall under the category of “information warfare” not only “create asymmetries in the information domain” between democratic and autocratic countries—a key problem for democracies lies in the fact that “construing information as a weapon or engaging in information warfare involving
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non-military targets risks undermining the very space democracies seek to protect.\textsuperscript{166}

### 2. Transatlantic Convergence and Divergence

China’s human rights abuses are a shared concern among European countries and the United States, even if approaches to addressing them can vary. Below are indicators of key areas of opportunity for future coordination on this issue.

#### a) Areas of opportunity

**EU coordination.** Within Europe, existing coordination among EU member states is an indicator that there is widespread consensus on the need to mitigate human rights abuses and uphold international rights. The EU’s European Consensus on Development commits the EU and its member states to implement a rights-based approach (RBA) to development cooperation with other countries, encompassing all human rights.\textsuperscript{167} In November 2020, the EU released its Action Plan on Human Rights and Democracy 2020-2024 outlining its priorities and reaffirming its commitment to “further advancing universal values.”\textsuperscript{168} It is “the only instrument of its kind … promoting a values-based agenda on the world stage.”\textsuperscript{169} The action plan focuses on protecting and empowering individuals; building resilient, inclusive, and democratic societies; promoting a global system for human rights and democracy; harnessing new technologies to address challenges; and delivering by cooperation. The measures will be implemented at country, regional, and multilateral levels.\textsuperscript{170}

**Condemnation of the treatment of the Uyghurs.** In July 2019, twenty-two countries sent a letter to the president of the United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC) urging an investigation and demanding China end its arbitrary mass detentions and violence against the Uyghur population in Xinjiang. The United States was not a signatory.\textsuperscript{171} In September 2019, five “human rights organizations published a joint letter to the United Nations (UN) secretary-general urging the UN to step up pressure on China to end the mass detentions in Xinjiang.”\textsuperscript{172} And in October 2019, twenty-three countries, including the United States and many European countries—except Hungary, Italy, Poland, and Turkey—issued a joint statement to the UN at the Third Committee Dialogue of the Committee for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination.\textsuperscript{173} The statement called on China to “uphold its national laws and international obligations and commitments to respect human rights, including freedom of religion or belief, in Xinjiang and across China.”\textsuperscript{174}

In June 2020, fifty UNHRC current and former special procedures (independent human rights experts) issued an “indictment of China’s human rights record and call for urgent action.”\textsuperscript{175} They specifically referenced human rights abuses in Xinjiang, Tibet, and Hong Kong.\textsuperscript{176} They “called for a special session on China, creating a dedicated expert on China, and asked UN agencies and governments to press China to meet its human rights obligations.”\textsuperscript{177} It remains to be seen whether there will be a response.\textsuperscript{178} In September 2020, Chinese authorities attempted to rewrite norms to minimize scrutiny of Chinese misconduct. That same month, a coalition of more than three hundred civil society groups urged the UN in an open letter to “urgently create an independent international mechanism to address the Chinese government’s human rights violations.”\textsuperscript{179} The coalition included organizations from more than sixty countries, echoing the fifty human rights experts’ call for Chinese accountability.
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in June. In December 2020, the European Parliament adopted a resolution strongly condemning the Chinese government's system of forced labor and the exploitation of minority groups, including Uyghur, ethnic Kazakh and Kyrgyz, and other Muslim minority groups.180 The statement urged the Chinese government to “put an immediate end to the practice of arbitrary detention without charge, trial or conviction for criminal offences” of minority communities and called on China to “end the ‘mass incarceration’ of ethnic minorities in camps and detention centres and demand the immediate and unconditional release of those detained.” 181 The resolution was not unanimous, revealing perennial divergences among EU nations.

And in January 2021, then-US Secretary of State Michael R. Pompeo accused Beijing of “committing genocide and crimes against humanity in Xinjiang, China, targeting Uyghur Muslims and members of other ethnic and religious minority groups.”182 Current US Secretary of State Antony Blinken has upheld this designation in statements made since his confirmation as well.183

**Hong Kong sanctions.** In a July 2020 UNHRC session, fifty-three countries rallied behind China's controversial Hong Kong national security law. The twenty-seven countries that opposed it included Australia, Austria, Belgium, Belize, Canada, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Iceland, Ireland, Germany, Japan, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Marshall Islands, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Palau, Slovakia, Slovenia, Sweden, Switzerland, and the UK. Notably missing from the statement are Hungary, Italy, Poland, and Turkey who abstained from action, not signing onto a statement in support of China either.184 The United States did not participate as an
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opposing member to China’s law given it ended its membership of the UNHRC in 2018. However, the United States has made its opposition clear by unanimously enacting a law to impose sanctions on Chinese “officials responsible for instituting and enforcing” the “security law targeting Hong Kong’s autonomy.”

As members of the EU, France and Germany have led an effort to get the EU to impose measures on China in response to Hong Kong’s national security law. The Netherlands, Denmark, and Sweden all joined this EU-focused effort. In December 2020, the EU adopted a regulation to establish a “global human rights sanctions regime.” The framework will enable the body to “target individuals, entities and bodies — including state and non-state actors — responsible for, involved in or associated with serious human rights violations and abuses worldwide.” The measures will restrict individuals or entities through travel bans and the freezing of funds, and pertain to abuses such as genocide, crimes against humanity, and other serious human rights violations. This EU sanctions list will be updated as nations or the EU’s high representative propose individuals and entities for inclusion. Significantly, the regulation will give the European Commission oversight of member states’ travel bans, enabling the commission to take EU nations to the Court of Justice of the European Union if they fail to enforce the bans.

b) Nuances and potential challenges

Private industry actors and regulation. In September 2020, Amnesty International found three European companies—France’s Morpho, Sweden’s Axis Communications, and the Netherlands’ Noldus Information Technology—all sold digital surveillance systems to China that were found, in some cases, to have directly been used in China’s mass surveillance programs, “with the risk of being used against Uighurs and other predominantly Muslim ethnic groups” throughout China. Nevertheless, France and Sweden, among other EU member states’ governments, have resisted calls to bolster national export regulations to include safeguards for human rights, especially in relation to biometric surveillance technologies. European companies remain key players in the surveillance technology market and have willingly sold products “such as facial recognition technology and network cameras” to China. Amnesty International and other organizations have highlighted shortcomings in the EU’s existing Dual-Use Regulation export regulations. The European Commission met on this issue in September 2020, following a proposal to be firmer on surveillance technology exports earlier in 2020. However, it does not appear any changes have been enforced since the September 2020 meeting.

US international withdrawal. Prior to the Trump presidency, the United States was at the forefront of challenging Chinese human rights abuses internationally. In 2018, the United States withdrew from the UNHRC, claiming that it is ineffective. Despite this criticism, the UN human rights system has been at the forefront of discussions, investigations, and demands with regard to human rights offenders. A weak US position on Chinese human rights abuses makes united opposition and the prospect of making human rights a central pillar in a transatlantic strategy more challenging. Indeed, China attempted to flip the script in 2020, calling out the United States at the UNHRC. China’s ambassador to the UN referenced “the death of George Floyd and the shooting of Jacob Blake” as “incidents [that] show the long-standing and deep-seated racism, police brutality and social inequality [in the United States].”

Chinese influence. “China’s growing global power makes it an exporter of human rights violations,” and as China’s power grows, it makes it more politically challenging for other nations to push back. At the UN in 2018, China
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“sought to block participation of its critics.”195 In March 2018, China successfully put forward a UNHRC resolution on an approach touted as “win-win” or “mutually beneficial” cooperation. This approach draws directly from Chinese government propaganda and would require that states “not pursue accountability for serious human rights violations,” rather they would participate in “dialogue.” In China’s resolution, there would be no role for civil society actors in the human rights debate, only government participation, and a minor role for the UN itself.196

**Hungary and Italy.** China is a large investor in Hungary and Italy, with Hungary even styling itself as “China’s gateway to Europe.”197 As a result, these countries have been reluctant to criticize China’s Hong Kong national security law, impose sanctions on Chinese officials, or condemn abuses in Xinjiang. In March 2017, when eleven embassies signed onto a joint letter criticizing China over “credible claims” that lawyers and human rights activists had been tortured while in detention, Hungary did not sign on.198 In fact, Hungary actually prevented the EU from signing on as a bloc and threatened to do so in the future as well. Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orbán has previously warned European leaders not to call out China over human rights, as Hungary seeks to promote future investment opportunities with China. Notably, the United States also abstained from signing on to the joint letter.199

In 2019, Hungary was one of a few countries whose diplomats visited Xinjiang on tightly scripted trips to see “human rights” facilities.200 Such actions help feed into Chinese propaganda about the situation in Xinjiang and signal a lack of opposition by key European countries. In Italy, politicians outside of the government majority have been vocal in rejecting Chinese actions in Hong Kong and Xinjiang. However, the Italian government has been slow to act, not signing on to the joint statement delivered by the UK’s permanent representative to the UN on Xinjiang, and signing, only a whole year later, the joint statement to the UN at the Third Committee Dialogue for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination.201

**The Czech Republic and Poland.** The Czech Republic has taken a strong stand against Chinese governance issues by actively engaging with Taiwan and Tibet,202 and breaking off a city partnership agreement with China over a stipulation in the One-China policy.203 However, the Czech stance on China is much weaker when it comes to human rights. In November 2018, a Chinese diplomat visited the Czech Republic to discuss potential trade opportunities. The Czech people have criticized their government in the past for not pressing China on human rights issues during such visits, so this visit included a verbal agreement to meet and discuss these issues at a later date.204

Poland criticized China’s mass detention of the Uyghurs in Xinjiang at the UN in October 2020. However, this criticism came a year later than that by many other European countries, which condemned China’s actions in October 2019.205

**Extradition treaties with China and Hong Kong.** China has pursued a global campaign to sign extradition agreements with other nations as part of extraterritorial legal and extra-legal arrangements to return Chinese-identified “fugitives” found outside China’s jurisdiction to China for trial or punishment. China has extradition arrangements with fifty-nine countries, with thirty-nine of the agreements ratified by the other nation,206 a campaign that weakens international human rights norms. Notably, Belgium, Bulgaria,
Cyprus, France, Lithuania, Portugal, Romania, Spain, and most recently Turkey each have extradition agreements in place with China. In 2020, France said it would not ratify its 2017 extradition treaty. China has ratified its treaties with Belgium and Cyprus, but neither country has yet ratified on their end, while Bulgaria, Lithuania, Portugal, Romania, and Spain’s agreements remain in place. Spanish authorities, as recently as 2019, worked with Chinese authorities to extradite ninety-four Taiwanese living in Spain as part of China’s “Operation Great Wall.” Europe’s law enforcement and judicial cooperation with China, with regard to extradition, raises serious concerns about enabling China’s subversion of human rights norms. In January 2021, China ratified an extradition treaty with Turkey that Ankara has not yet ratified. If it does, the law could potentially put at risk thousands of Uyghurs living in Turkey.

**France, Germany, and the United Kingdom.** Of all the European nations, France, Germany, and the UK are the most vocal and consistent in their strong opposition to China’s human rights abuses and interference in the sovereignty of Hong Kong. All three nations have condemned, independently and at the UN, China’s egregious persecution of the Uyghurs and other minorities in Xinjiang. The UK, in part due to its historical ties to Hong Kong, has been more vocal about the impingement by China on the civil liberties of the Hong Kong people. In June 2020, in response to China’s imposition of its new national security law on Hong Kong, the UK government pledged to admit three million Hong Kongers with British ties. The UK is also putting in place a new mechanism for targeted human rights sanctions. In July 2020, the UK, France, and Germany called on China to allow meaningful and unfettered access or “free entry” to Xinjiang for independent observers, including the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights. This was supported by thirty-eight other countries in the UN. All of these actions show positive will to do more to mitigate Chinese human rights abuses, even while more coordinated action is required.

However, trade and investment incentives that European nations receive from China continue to stymie actions against China’s human rights practices. For instance, in January 2021, British Prime Minister Boris Johnson defeated a proposed amendment in the House of Commons that would have enabled London’s High Court to rule on claims of genocide against potential trading partners, including China. If the amendment had passed, the UK government would have had to consider pulling out of trade deals with the nations involved. This example shows the tension and trade-off European nations face between potential economic gains from China on the one hand and clear and repudiating criticism of China’s human rights practices on the other.

### 3. Possible Transatlantic Responses

**Setting objectives.** There is considerable convergence among European nations and the United States about the need to stand up to China and call out its abysmal human rights practices. To that end, the United States and Europe must first agree on a set of key objectives to grapple with China’s malign governance and human rights practices. To move from shared concern to collective action, countries must outline a shared understanding of redlines in terms of China’s international behavior related to human rights, as well as its efforts to alter rules within international institutions. Objectives with regard to minorities in Xinjiang and Tibet need to be expanded upon to consider what action may be taken to alter the CCP’s calculus, to name and shame China if it refuses to allow international scrutiny, and to provide long-term and more extensive support to persecuted peoples. With regard to Hong Kong, transatlantic nations need to increase their vocal support for civil and political freedoms, as well as orchestrate more transnational support, including providing safe haven for civil rights advocates within Hong Kong. Assuming agreement on objectives, a strategic framework must be developed that sets priorities and incorporates trade-offs.

---
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Condemning abuses in Xinjiang. In countless dialogues, both the EU and European nations have criticized China’s abuses in Xinjiang and record on freedom of belief and human rights, but have made little actual progress on changing behaviors. On the situation in Xinjiang in particular, the EU and its member states have taken only modest actions, including issuing statements condemning the detention centers and offering haven to a small number Uyghurs who are able to flee to Europe.216 However, it is clear that statements are not enough; they have, so far, done little to deter China’s actions or redress the dire situation in which the Uyghurs find themselves. In March 2019, a joint letter217 signed by a number of NGOs, including Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch, pushed the EU on the issue of China’s human rights violations and urged it to “press China to allow meaningful access to Xinjiang” for UN representatives, secure the release of jailed foreigners, have the European Union External Action Service (EEAS) publish a “frank assessment” of the aforementioned late-2020 human rights dialogue, identify specific human rights issues China must address, and more. Additionally, members of the European Parliament wrote to urge the EU to condemn China’s human rights violations at the EU-China summit in September 2020, but the EU failed to do so meaningfully.218

Condemning behavior in Hong Kong. In comparison to an extraordinarily short EU declaration,219 the United States, Canada, Australia, and the UK released a joint statement on May 28, 2020,220 condemning China’s new national security law vis-à-vis Hong Kong. Such statements by nations help mitigate the shortcomings of organization-wide responses and should continue to be used to publicly shame China about its human rights record. Nevertheless, the EU, along with the United States and the UK, should endeavor to push for organizational statements that make clear a shared consensus among these nations that they will not stand for China’s human rights abuses.

Improving EU-China human rights dialogue. Introduced in 1995, the EU-China human rights dialogue in its current form provides a platform that has allowed the Chinese government to push its own agenda and undermine attempts to criticize its human rights violations publicly. Beijing has reduced the number of dialogues it will participate in and refuses to allow participation of third parties and NGOs critical of its government.221 The EU-China leaders’ summits, including the latest held in September 2020, have been insufficient in bringing about any real pressure on China with regard to human rights and have instead provided a platform for China to repeat propaganda. The EU has used such occasions to reiterate its “serious concerns about the treatment of ethnic and religious minorities, the situation of human rights defenders, as well as the limitations to freedom of expression and access to information.”222 However, the summit’s agenda was dominated by trade and investment concerns.

Delivering on ILO commitments. The most recent development is the negotiation of the EU-China Comprehensive Agreement on Investment (CAI), which is set to replace the twenty-six existing bilateral investment treaties between twenty-seven individual EU member states and China. This proposed legal framework for EU-China investment ties includes provisions on core environmental and labor standards for the two parties to meet. This is significant as more than one hundred thousand Uyghurs and other ethnic minorities in China are kept under the conditions of forced labor following detention in “re-education” camps.223 China has continued to come under scrutiny for its poor labor practices, denying citizens their basic rights.224 While, as part of the CAI, the EU announced that “for the first time, China has also agreed to ambitious provisions on sustainable development, including commitments on forced labor,”225 the details give far less reason for optimism that this agreement will bring about a sea change in Chinese labor practices. In reality, China has agreed to “undertak[e]
commitments in the areas of labour” and “China has also agreed to make continued and sustained efforts to ratify the ILO [International Labour Organisation] fundamental Conventions on forced labour.”

Creating an EU sanctions regime. Unlike the United States’ Global Magnitsky Human Rights Accountability Act, the current EU regulation does not feature “corruption” as a criterion for sanctions. In addition, to date, no other transatlantic nation except the United States has declared that China’s treatment of the Uyghurs and other minorities in Xinjiang is “genocide.” Were they to do so it would be significant rhetorically and would have a knock-on effect on legislation and other engagements with China. As the EU implements its human rights sanctions regime, it is critical for targeted sanctions to be enacted in a timely fashion, and for the measures provided in the regulation, such as asset freezes and travel bans, to be put in place on individuals already identified by the United States, the UK, and others who have already implemented their own regulations. The EU should also consider recognizing corruption as a qualifying criterion in its regulation and should additionally use the full breadth of its financial powers to hold human rights abusers to account, including implementing regulations on businesses with potential supply chain exposures to Xinjiang.

Limiting surveillance technology and imports of forced labor products. The EU should also seriously consider drafting stringent legislation that limits exports to China of European technology that could be used for mass surveillance purposes. The EU might institute technology export legislation to place restrictions on private industry transfers and exports in relation to human rights. This legislation would help instill standards and rectify past mistakes made e.g., by Sweden and the Netherlands in the transfer of technology to China that has been used for mass surveillance. In addition, the EU should create a comprehensive list of the types of technology used by China in mass surveillance, including facial recognition technology and networked cameras, that should be used as the basis of a “ban list” on those specific sales to China. Alongside this, the United States and European nations should ban imports from China of key goods manufactured by forced labor. In 2020, the United States blocked cotton imports from Xinjiang after obtaining information about the use of forced and convict labor to produce it. The EU, the UK, and the United States should conduct similar assessments in other areas of the market and should apply economic pressure if supply chains involve such labor.

Reversing extradition procedures. Finally, China’s Operation Fox Hunt—a state-sanctioned campaign to repatriate Chinese dissidents living in countries like Australia, Canada, New Zealand, the UK, and the United States, which make up the Five Eyes intelligence-sharing alliance—should be carefully monitored by the United States and all European nations. The extradition of members of the Chinese diaspora—often to face criminal charges with opaque proceedings—relies on the cooperation of law enforcement agencies in the United States and Europe. A Swedish court in 2019 refused China’s request to extradite former government official Qiao Jianjun due to human rights concerns. And the US Department of Justice (DOJ) in 2020 charged eight Chinese agents with harassing, stalking, and coercing Chinese nationals living in the United States to return to China as part of Operation Fox Hunt. Continued resilience and monitoring of this operation by the United States and European nations is critical to upholding the human rights of Chinese fleeing retribution from the Chinese state.

4. Major Recommendations

i. All European nations and the United States should require human rights transparency clauses and a commitment to labor standards in trade, investment, and other economic agreements made with Chinese entities. The EU should also modify the CAI to require a binding commitment (and mechanisms for measuring compliance) from China to the International Labour Organization’s fundamental conventions on forced labor.

ii. Continue a staunch, multilateral push for independent investigation and fact-finding missions to China to investigate human rights violations, including through the EU and UNHRC.

iii. Countries with extradition treaties with China or Hong Kong – including, Belgium, Bulgaria, Cyprus, France,
Lithuania, Portugal, Romania, Spain, and Turkey—should swiftly negate their treaties under the principle of non-refoulement. No other country should enter into extradition agreements with China. Such agreements should not exist to any country where due process and fair trials are denied, and where torture and disappearances are rampant. The practice of European countries—for example, Spain—of extraditing Taiwanese nationals to mainland China should be immediately discontinued.

iv. Transatlantic nations should enact stringent legislation to limit exports of European and US technology to China that could be used for mass surveillance purposes. In addition, countries should ban imports from Xinjiang and other parts of China where forced labor is used. The EU should establish a monitoring system to enhance transparency along supply chains and introduce in-depth assessments of salient human rights risks to those working within these chains or affected by a company’s operations. Transatlantic nations should adopt mandatory due diligence legislation to establish civil and legal liability for companies that use material, imports, or work with suppliers where forced labor is a known risk.

Section B:
Chinese Diplomacy and Interference Operations Abroad

1. The Challenges

a) Global governance

China’s goals. China seeks to reshape global governance to suit its interests. It phrases this desire in different ways, for example, as fixing “global deficits” in governance. On January 2, 2021, Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi gave an unusually clear indication of this intention, saying: “We will proactively engage in the reform of global governance.”

Its first goal is to make the world “safe” for the CCP by negating challenges in order to preserve the party’s power at home. This is a defensive move, but with offensive consequences. The second goal is to achieve “the great rejuvenation of the Chinese people” or “national rejuvenation” or simply “the Chinese Dream” by 2049. This is an outward-focused vision of a rising power. In reality, internal and external security in China today is seamless. According to the 2015 State Security Law:

“In national security work, overall arrangements shall be made on internal security and external security; territorial security and citizen security; conventional security and unconventional security; and own security and common security.”

The law continues, importantly, “In maintenance of national security, priority shall be given to prevention.” Since the CCP’s concept of state, or national, security is preemptive and global in nature, removing anticipated threats, not just reacting to existing or perceived ones, means the CCP “must” shape the global governance landscape.

In addition, the open human rights and democracy-based vision of the UN world order is asymmetric to China’s system of “people’s democratic dictatorship,” which establishes a closed circle, in reality a hierarchy, of power, ruling out challenge a priori. Article 1 of the Chinese Constitution states:

“Leadership by the Communist Party of China is the defining feature of socialism with Chinese characteristics. It is prohibited for any organization or individual to damage the socialist system .... All power in the People’s Republic of China belongs to the people.”

Such an arrangement cannot tolerate bottom-up challenges encapsulated, for example (and not coincidentally), by the mechanism of the UNHRC, which allows for citizens to independently review their governments’ human rights progress via the Universal Periodic Review. Cao Shunli, a Chinese lawyer and human rights activist who


tried to exercise this power, was barred from traveling from Beijing to Geneva in September 2013 and died in custody six months later.\footnote{236}

The CCP proposes alternatives to the UN-based order, such as a (poorly defined) concept of “community of human destiny,” to “improve and strengthen” global governance. In 2021, eight years after Xi first presented it at the Moscow State Institute of International Relations,\footnote{237} this concept remains a vague vision rather than a set of legally defined, or even concrete, proposals. There have been further suggestions of what the vision should fix: “four deficits in global affairs”—governance, trust, peace, and development—as Xi said in Paris in 2019. In 2020, Wang, the Chinese foreign minister, presented five ideas, though they, too, lack specificity.\footnote{238} One idea, for example, is to “practice the principle of joint consultation, construction and sharing.” Overall, this vagueness enables the CCP to control interpretations and pursue a strategy of flexible dominance based on hierarchical relationships.

China’s second goal of reshaping global governance, which is offensive in nature, dovetails with the “community of shared human destiny” and involves a multi-decade, civilizational project to revive the power and wealth of dynasties past such as the Tang (618-907) or Ming (1368-1644), but strengthened by twenty-first century economic and technological prowess. The civilizational-political centrality of this vision is shown by three permanent exhibitions at "the ancestral temple of Chinese culture," the National Museum of China in Beijing’s Tiananmen Square.\footnote{239} These are Ancient China, The Road of Rejuvenation, and The Road of Rejuvenation: New Era.\footnote{240} The latter explores national rejuvenation in the doctrinal “New Era” of Xi.

This goal requires, and the CCP has access to, a cat’s cradle of measures, not just economic but also diplomatic, propagandistic, and psychological in nature. Key measures are examined below: the power of story, or narrative control; practical steps to build influence in international organizations; the exercise of diplomacy and coercive diplomacy; and last, but by no means least, political influence and interference, including via human actors, disinformation, and espionage. All these—at least partly intangible—factors are part of the CCP’s political warfare toolbox,\footnote{241} a well-honed set of measures and skills long neglected in Western analysis of China, the aim of which is to “win without fighting.” The United States and Europe can do much together in response by defining, facing, and countering these measures on a societal, political, and economic level. However, it will take political will. Kinetic military power will not be enough to defend democracy in the world of the future. Ideas matter.\footnote{242} Yet it is important to note that China is not neglecting military power. On January 1, 2021, the state updated its National Defense Law to include an innovation that appears to contradict the UN Charter provisions regarding the use of force. The new law inserted the phrase “development interests” four times, presenting the economic concept as grounds for military action.\footnote{243} As a summary on the website of China’s Ministry of Defense says, “National Defense is the country’s survival and development security guarantee.” Article 2(4) of the UN Charter generally prohibits states from using force against other states when it is inconsistent with the purposes of the charter. The two big exceptions allowing the use of force, which are consistent with the charter’s purpose, are either (1) when the UN Security Council has authorized it or (2) when a state is subject to an “armed attack” and the right of self-defense is triggered. The negotiations for the charter deliberately ruled out economic coercion being able to trigger this right of self-defense.\footnote{244}

Tell the story. “Tell the China story well,” Xi’s exhortation at a National Propaganda and Ideology Work Conference


\footnote{240} Ibid.


\footnote{243} Ministry of National Defense of the People’s Republic of China, Explaining the Revised National Defense Law in one picture, December 31, 2020, http://www.mod.gov.cn/regulatory/2020-12/31/content_14876379.htm. For the law, see National People’s Congress of the People’s Republic of China, National Defense Law of the People’s Republic of China (revised at the 24th meeting of Standing Committee the 13th National People’s Congress), Baidu Reference, December 26, 2020, https://baike.baidu.com/reference/1759468/8886VNrZTTArNRkj.ot6A1sjXtJjEJ5AEiNbeUPn5RcT1Bi3BBT6LqEKa9u4aW5jFFZFnjplHvYtcU0xu9GDU2PoPKHdawv5sA_SEEkVb5Fu-T4QTYshrbK0Y?Tiks0u0dXKh45s4o.

\footnote{244} Author’s private correspondence with a military legal specialist, January 7, 2021.
in 2013,\textsuperscript{245} may sound like a command for parents to do a better job at children’s bedtime. In reality, it is a global propaganda push to seize the narrative high ground, shape “hearts and minds,” persuade the world of the correctness of the CCP’s version of China, or its “story.” This story is contested by many people, including Chinese dissidents at home, exiles, the Uyghurs, Hong Kongers, Taiwanese, Tibetans, Mongolians, Christians, and Falungong and other spiritual or religious practitioners. The full quote from Xi, “Tell the China story well, broadcast well China’s voice,” echoes Mao Zedong in 1955: “Manage the world, make our voice heard everywhere on earth.”\textsuperscript{246} With its not-inconsiderable profile in European and US media and society, the CCP has done this well.\textsuperscript{247}

However, the COVID-19 pandemic hit China’s image hard in Europe and the United States, a fact recognized by Chinese leaders. In July 2020, Xi directly quoted Mao, saying, reportedly for the first time in official remarks at a Politburo meeting, that due to challenges caused by the coronavirus and pushback from around the world, China had entered a phase of “protracted war.” This is an ideological upshot in how the CCP views its international position. “Many of the challenges we have encountered are of a medium- to long-term nature. We must understand this from the perspective of protracted war,” Xi said.

Protracted War is the title of a 1938 essay by Mao in which he predicted Chinese soldiers could defeat the Imperial Japanese Army if they adopted a long-term view and a three-stage strategy: retreat and defend, build up to a stalemate, and go on the offensive and through to final victory. Tellingly, the well-known phrase has been mentioned for years together with “national rejuvenation,” the “Chinese Dream,” and Xi’s “New Era,” suggesting it is part of the CCP’s vision, and underlining a sense that the party does not see ideological or values convergence with democratic nations as a possibility. Instead, it suggests that like the struggle against Japan, China’s rise will entail the West’s decline.

**International organizations.** The CCP has worked hard to grow China’s influence within the international system and, especially, the UN. Technical agencies have been a key target. By 2020, Chinese officials headed or occupied senior management positions in thirty key organizations, including leading four of the UN’s fifteen specialized agencies.\textsuperscript{248} A bid for a fifth top job—director general of the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO)—was blocked in May 2020 by a vote of fifty-five to twenty-eight. An informal coalition of states was concerned that China, a country with well-known IP problems, including state policies aiding systemic, vast, global “grey zone” technology extraction,\textsuperscript{249} was an unsuitable candidate to lead the world’s IP agency. Had China succeeded, it would have been akin to “appointing the fox to guard the henhouse,” an experienced China commentator said.\textsuperscript{250} Chinese officials already lead standards-setting, strategically significant agencies such as the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) and the International Telecommunication Union (ITU).

Central to the CCP’s effort to grow China’s influence is how China connects its Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), for which Europe is a geographic endpoint, to the UN’s flagship Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). UN Secretary-General António Guterres has publicly supported this. At the Second Belt and Road Forum for International Cooperation in Beijing in 2019, Guterres pledged the support of UN country teams, including agencies, funds, and programs, for the BRI, saying “the pillars of the Belt and Road Initiative link to the SDGs.”\textsuperscript{251} With a few exceptions, transatlantic countries have declined to join the BRI, seeing it as a way for China to establish geo-economic and, ultimately, geopolitical and military dominance.

Some of the most public political struggles between China and the US-led transatlantic and democratic nations at the UN have been at the UNHRC and the World Health Organization (WHO). Amid the COVID-19 pandemic, the United States (which left the UNHRC in 2018) announced it was also withdrawing from the WHO, alleging excessive Chinese influence. In particular, the United States objected to the words and actions of WHO Director-General Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, a former Ethiopian foreign minister. In 2017, the year “Dr. Tedros” took the top job, WHO


\textsuperscript{249} William C. Hannas and Didi Kirsten Tatlow, eds., China’s Quest for Foreign Technology: Beyond Espionage, (Routledge, 2021).


signed a memorandum of understanding with Beijing to implement the BRI: “This agreement was the starting point for a new kind of WHO-China relationship focusing on global health,” it said in a press release, using CCP language for international relations, “a new kind of relationship.”

China has pushed to increase its influence at the WHO since at least 2006, not long after the end of the first SARS virus crisis, when Margaret Chan became director-general. An unpublished report for a German think tank detailed how Chan’s candidacy was supported by Beijing, which in this way monitored and, reportedly, influenced activities at the world body.253

A key goal for Beijing at the WHO is political, not health: keeping out Taiwan, which it regards as a target for takeover (or “reunification”) by force if necessary. Beijing has blocked Taiwan’s limited, observer-only participation at the World Health Assembly, the governing body of the WHO, since 2016, when a Taiwanese political party, the Democratic Progressive Party led by Taiwanese President Tsai Ing-wen, won national elections there.

The exclusion of Taiwan arguably had disastrous results during the pandemic. The WHO followed Beijing’s lead and—at least publicly—ignored warnings from Taiwanese officials in December 2019 about human-to-human transmission of the SARS-CoV-2 virus. In fact, the WHO did not address the issue until January 21, 2020, tweeting then that there was “at least some human-to-human transmission.” It also reportedly bowed to pressure from China not to declare a global pandemic until March 2020. Although the facts remain unclear, China may have known earlier that the virus was spreading between humans. Patients in the Chinese city of Wuhan were quarantined in December 2019, suggesting at least the suspicion that the disease was infectious; according to some Chinese-language media reports vaccine development began in China on January 4, 2020, suggesting the authorities may have known the disease was transmissible more than two weeks before they acknowledged it publicly.254

To this day, Taiwan, with twenty-four million people, has one of the best COVID-19 management records in the world precisely by not trusting the WHO and China. Perhaps uniquely, it has not suffered economic contraction in 2020. The episode vividly demonstrates the global risks created by China’s growing clout in international organizations.

Underlining its push to influence international organizations, China has established effective dominance, with allies such as Cuba and Venezuela, at the UNHRC, where it introduced language that seeks to change global rights protection by introducing vagueness in place of legal principles and replacing clarity with a woolly concept of “relationships” that is hierarchical in nature, according to human rights experts.255 In particular, it has sought to introduce the phrase “mutually beneficial cooperation.” One expert described this as an effort to “embed Xi Jinping’s ideas, discourse, and policy into the work and language of the Council.”256

The Trump administration’s decisions to abandon the UNHRC in 2018, and the WHO, were widely unpopular in Europe. Yet, these actions may also have focused minds. At the most recent UNHRC membership vote in 2020, support for China, which had grown since 2006, fell by forty-one votes, from a 2018 high. Germany has taken on a more active role, speaking out and helping shift votes, demonstrating what allies can achieve when they pull together.257 Biden has, meanwhile, reversed the Trump administration’s decision to leave the WHO.

b) Coercive diplomacy

Intimately tied to China’s growing clout in international organizations is the expansion of Chinese diplomacy as part of a bigger “foreign affairs system” that includes external propaganda (exoprop) and political interference activities.258 “Diplomatic work is a political struggle; you don’t engage in a war of weapons, you engage in a war of words,” Mao told China’s first diplomats,259 and recently that approach is increasingly visible as China sheds its traditional caution and moves center stage in the world.

253 One of the authors of this Atlantic Council paper attended a briefing. Unfortunately, the report was not published due to its sensitive content.
254 This story ran in several Chinese-language media, including the pro-CCP Ta Kung Pao, “China’s novel corona virus vaccine clinical trials have sped up the world, from bedside to market it will take at least a year,” April 17, 2020, https://web.archive.org/web/2020022121104/http://www.takungpao.com/news/232108/2020/0417/438408.html.
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Under Xi, the CCP practices what it calls “major country diplomacy with Chinese characteristics.” At a Foreign Affairs Work Conference in 2018, Xi said: “(D)iplomacy represents the will of the state, and the diplomatic power must stay with the CCP Central Committee.” By the end of 2019, China had the most diplomatic representations of any country in the world (276), overtaking the United States (273).

Speaking at the opening of the Xi Jinping Thought on Diplomacy Studies Centre in Beijing in July 2020, Wang, China’s foreign minister, described China’s diplomatic goals as bringing “a new international political and economic order to a new historical level, aiming at a community with a shared future for mankind, a new type of international relations, and reform of the global governance system.” The sentence may seem like slogans, but note its use of the word “new” three times, how it calls for a “new ... order,” a “new type of international relations,” and “reform.” Stating the obvious perhaps, Wang added, “First, Xi Jinping Thought on Diplomacy is an integral component of Xi Jinping Thought on Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for a New Era.”

Chinese diplomacy says it implements good neighborliness, benevolence, and “win-win situations” alongside a practice-based Marxist-dialectical analysis of foreign affairs. It spurns what it calls the “traditional realist theory of international relations,” as well as “unilateralism, protectionism and bullying.”

And yet, demonstrably, “bullying” is increasingly practiced by Chinese diplomats. Also called “coercive diplomacy,” it is not ordinary diplomacy but an attempt to project power, including through the wide use of both real and inauthentic social media accounts, and online automated bot networks. Overall, countries and other targets, including individuals, have struggled to develop an effective toolkit to push back.

One report recorded 152 cases of coercive diplomacy by China affecting twenty-seven countries, as well as the EU, with a sharp escalation since 2018. Broadly divided into economic and non-economic measures, they are: trade sanctions, investment restrictions, tourism bans, popular boycotts, arbitrary detention (or hostage-taking), restrictions on official travel, and state-imposed threats. The measures seek to “punish undesired behaviour and focus on issues including securing territorial claims, deploying Huawei’s 5G technology, suppressing minorities in Xinjiang, blocking the reception of the Dalai Lama and obscuring the handling of the Covid-19 pandemic,” the report said. Europe, North America, Australia, New Zealand, and East Asia recorded the most instances of coercive diplomacy over the last decade.

Examples in Europe are Sweden (over the detention of the Chinese-born Swede Gui Minhai and other issues including perceived trickery over the true purpose of a China-built scientific research station in Kiruna north of the Arctic Circle) and the Czech Republic (over a trip to Taiwan by the president of its Senate). Further afield and of special importance perhaps to the United States, two of its Five Eyes allies have been heavily targeted: Canada (over the detention of Meng Wanzhou, chief financial officer of Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd.) and Australia (for challenging CCP interference in Australia and “demanding an independent investigation into the origins of the COVID-19 pandemic”).

The focus on smaller countries is unlikely to be a coincidence. “Gather your best forces, annihilate the enemy one by one,” Mao wrote on how to defeat a powerful enemy: first eliminate the real enemy’s smaller allies to ensure a step-by-step victory.

In 2019, then-Chinese ambassador to Canada, Lu Shaye, described Canadians as “white supremacists” amid a triangular dispute involving the arrest in Canada, on a US warrant, of Meng, the daughter of the founder of Huawei.
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and subsequent retaliation by China which arrested two Canadian citizens, Michael Kovrig and Michael Spavor.\(^{268}\)

In January 2020, China’s ambassador to Sweden, Gui Congyoub, comparing the relationship between Swedish journalists and the Chinese government said, “It’s like a 48-kilogram lightweight boxer who provokes a feud with an 86-kilogram heavyweight boxer, who out of kindness and goodwill urges the (smaller) boxer to take care of himself.”\(^{269}\) In France, an anonymous article posted on the website of the Chinese Embassy in Paris in 2020 claimed carers in Western nursing homes abandoned their jobs and left residents to die of COVID-19.\(^{270}\) Despite public protests by French politicians the article was not taken down. After a visit by Czech Senate President Milos Vystrcil to Taiwan in August 2020, Wang, China’s foreign minister, said Vystrcil would “pay a high price for his shortsighted behaviour.”\(^{271}\)

Chinese state media have called Australia “gum on China’s shoe” and Chinese diplomats have issued a list of fourteen grievances which included reining in Australia’s independent media and research.\(^{272}\) In November 2020, Zhao Lijian, a key “wolf warrior” diplomat, warned the Five Eyes countries not to meddle in China’s core interests “lest those eyes be poked out and blinded.”\(^{273}\)

“Wolf warrior” diplomacy (named for its verbal and conceptual aggression, the term is taken from two eponymous, Chinese-made films) revives Cultural Revolution-style messaging, one expert said.\(^{274}\) Even in Germany, Chinese Ambassador Wu Ken, not considered a “wolf warrior,” has threatened the auto industry’s extensive business in China saying, “If the German government made a decision that led to the exclusion of Huawei from the German market, it will have consequences—the Chinese government will not stand idly by.”\(^{275}\)

Today, key diplomats such as Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs spokespersons Zhao Lijian and Hua Chunying, and English-language media such as the party’s \textit{Global Times} and its editor Hu Xijin, and overseas state media reporters such as Chen Weihua regularly take to social media and other channels to lash out at criticism of China and accuse


non-Chinese critics of racism, in comments amplified by disinformative and propagandistic online behaviors. A leading cyber research institute says the CCP’s contemporary projection of political power in the information environment is “a high-conflict approach to diplomacy that breaks with international norms, combined with patriotic fervour that can mobilise pro-China nationalistic responses to perceived slights, compounded by the party-state’s complete control over Chinese social media platforms.”

So, while globally China has made substantial progress in building economic and diplomatic ties in the Middle East, including in Iraq and Iran, in Pakistan, across Africa, and in South America—some of these countries today are among China’s supporters in international fora—an upshot of the pandemic and coercive diplomacy is that China’s image in the world has deteriorated (see discussion in Chapter I), including in Europe where it was viewed more positively than in the United States. In June 2020, the EU High Representative for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy Josep Borrell said that Europe had been “too naïve” in its relations with China. “I said that several times. I think that we have to build a realistic relationship with China in order to defend our values and interests,” Borrell said at a press event. Despite that, in December 2020, the EU agreed on a potentially far-reaching business deal with China, the CAI, amid significant controversy.

c) Diplomatic interference

“Wolf warrior” diplomacy blends with other activities by the CCP, such as propaganda, disinformation, and interference work by the United Front Work Department (UFWD) and other parts of the party and security state, as well as more familiar, old-school economic and political espionage to create a wide spectrum of difficult-to-deal-with behaviors. The mechanisms of CCP influence and interference around the world are slowly coming to light as researchers and journalists uncover this hitherto poorly understood area. Increasingly, analysts use the term “interference,” not “influence,” to characterize efforts that are in reality “covert, coercive and corrupting” in order to distinguish them from legitimate diplomacy practiced by all nations. However, in practice the line between influence and interference is often blurred.

Key here is the CCP’s United Front strategy, which is a whole-of-party strategy. The UFWD, a special department directly under the CCP’s Central Committee, formally carries out this work through many subsidiary organizations, such as the Overseas Chinese Affairs Office.

“The United Front Work Department (UFWD) is the organisation through which the Party reaches out to many key non-party groups within and outside China in order to achieve important political goals. It also monitors sensitive constituencies and selects representatives from them who they can then incorporate into the political system,” wrote Gerry Groot, a foundational researcher of the United Front system.

In this “patriotic united front structure” the (nominally non-communist) Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference, with more than six hundred thousand members nationwide, is also key. But these organizations do not cover the entire range of work. All CCP members, committees, and organizations are expected to support and carry out United Front work. “The united front is the business of the whole party, the united front is the work of the whole party, the whole party must view it with importance and everyone do it together,” the _People’s Daily_ wrote in May 2015 when United Front regulations were updated.

---
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Rooted in the early years of the party’s history, the United Front is a political concept imported from Europe, founded in the Soviet Union by Vladimir Lenin in 1921 and applied in Germany in the 1920s, to weaken and undermine opposition to communist influence. It was deepened by Mao and Zhou Enlai, and today remains a fundamental, overarching strategy of the CCP, as well as a tactic that aims to coopt non-communists through profit, pressure, or both, thereby reducing the number of “enemies” at home and abroad. It is political warfare. Increasingly, the party is working to Sinify United Front work by tying it to the traditional Chinese philosophical concept of Tianxia, or “all under heaven,” a dynastic vision of single authority, all-encompassing governance, creating an increasingly complex nexus of contemporary CCP politics and civilizational values.

Uncovering United Front work, especially overseas, is delicate as it touches on business, social, and political; individual; and group interests built up over decades. The party expects overseas Chinese to remain loyal to the “motherland,” and overseas Chinese are a key (though not the only) target of UFWD work: “As long as the overseas Chinese are united they can play an irreplaceable role in realising the Chinese Dream of national rejuvenation as they are patriotic and rich in capital, talent, resources and business connections,” Xi said.

Despite this, some observers in the transatlantic space continue to miss, or even question, the importance of United Front work; its activities and inroads into both local and elite power structures, often via business, are underestimated everywhere. In just one marker, the budget for UFWD organizations in China exceeded $2.6 billion in 2019, outstripping spending by China’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Nearly $600 million (23 percent) was set aside to influence foreigners and overseas Chinese communities, making it highly unlikely the effort is not of real significance to the CCP.

Overall, the CCP’s United Front work, UFWD departments, and other parts of the party-state that follow similar goals such as the Chinese People’s Association for Friendship with Foreign Countries (CPAFFC), have helped establish or shape interest groups around the world, especially but not just those with ethnic ties to China. These include hometown associations, cultural groups, business chambers, professional associations, and student groups. Chinese diplomats and officials, including those belonging to organizations within the formal UFWD system (such as the Chinese Overseas Exchange Association or the Zhigong Party), liaise—directly or indirectly—with the groups, providing “guidance,” and sometimes organizational support, as well as business and professional opportunities. Some are active in lobbying, including at the EU. The United Front has built up an extensive Chinese-language media network amidst the Chinese diaspora in transatlantic countries, with a baseline count of nearly one hundred such online and traditional media outlets across Europe alone, strengthening the Party’s reach in ways that are mostly invisible to non-Chinese. These networks are extensive in all transatlantic countries. Many people who are part of these community groups are unaware of their political background, or interests are so merged with daily life that it is hard to say what is political and what is not.

In Germany alone, there are about two hundred and thirty such groups in total, a number made up of several different elements, including the Federation of Chinese Professional Associations in Europe (FCPAE) in Frankfurt, about eighty Chinese Student and Scholar Associations (CSSAs), a network of about three dozen German civil society groups under contract with the CPAFFC to jointly implement BRI projects, and at least ninety-seven of professional guilds for graduated Chinese students staying in Europe. These work to establish business and facilitate knowledge and
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technology extraction back to China, thus demonstrating a key, practical goal of political influence and interference: technology transfer.\textsuperscript{294}

The situation in the United States is similar, suggesting a significant opportunity for transatlantic cooperation in this area. A recent count of groups, based on cross-membership of prominent individuals with formal UFWD organizations in China, high-level access to Chinese leaders that can only be won by “friendly organizations,” technology transfer activities coordinated with United Front groups as well as other factors\textsuperscript{295} produces a figure of about six hundred.\textsuperscript{296} This figure includes the 265 CSSAs in the United States. Students and scholars are a major target of United Front work.\textsuperscript{297}

Overall, this system marginalizes non-CCP Chinese voices, spreading the party’s “China story” at the expense of other, independent and authentic voices, and lived realities. This not easily visible within host countries. An especially troubling issue is that many, if not most, members themselves may not be aware their membership may be used by the CCP, including by the Ministry of State Security (MSS). The MSS’s Twelfth Bureau (of eighteen identified bureaus) “handles MSS contributions to the CCP’s united front work system.”\textsuperscript{298} This difficult mixture of innocent and non-innocent manipulates the normal functioning of a democracy where ethnic and other identity politics flourish. Attempts to point out the challenges are typically met with accusations of “racism” within a liberal democratic political environment, rather than an attempt to address the problem itself or acknowledge its uniquely political nature. This is the case in all transatlantic societies, but especially so in the United States.

d) Disinformation campaigns

The COVID-19 pandemic resulted in a surge in disinformation by Chinese diplomats and state media online via social media and in person by “wolf warriors” (discussed above). This included claims that the coronavirus, which caused the pandemic, did not originate in China but in many other locations, from the United States to northern Italy to India.

---
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to Australia. After initially draining Europe and the United States of personal protective equipment (PPE), the United Front system activated to ship PPE to China in January and February 2020, the Chinese economic state machinery then reversed that process and flooded stricken transatlantic nations with PPE, sometimes presented as aid. This behavior and the still-unresolved origins debate have alarmed some Europeans to the risks presented by the CCP. Overall, neither the United States nor the EU are on top of the situation. The EU’s East Stratcom Taskforce, set up in 2015 within the EEAS, tracks Chinese disinformation but is restricted in scope being originally set up to monitor Russian behavior. In 2020, Borrell, the EU’s high representative, and his US counterpart began a bilateral dialogue that involved foreign ministers of the EU countries, but it remains to be seen to what extent it will deal with urgent issues such as CCP disinformation, coercive diplomacy, United Front interference, and espionage. Europe remains behind the United States in mitigating the situation and China wants to keep it that way, hoping to separate Europe from the United States and to keep Europe internally divided. Unsurprisingly, an opinion piece published by CGTN, a Beijing-based English-language news channel operated by a state-controlled media organization, greeted the announcement of new EU-US dialogue on China in a downbeat fashion, labeling it as “dead on arrival.”

**e) Espionage and trade secret theft**

While United Front strategy remains extremely difficult to counter, involving as it does many innocent people, the US Department of Justice’s (DOJ’s) China Initiative, launched in November 2018, directly and openly addresses the issue of systemic economic espionage and trade secret theft by China against the United States. No parallel effort exists in Europe. The DOJ’s goals include, “increased focus on the investigation and prosecution of trade secret theft and economic espionage, to better countering threats posed by Chinese foreign investment and supply chain vulnerabilities.”

Associated with the administration of former US President Donald J. Trump, in reality the pushback began in 2014, during then-US President Barack Obama’s second term. That year the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) issued a first “Wanted” notice against five China-based officers of Unit 61398 of the Third Department of the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) for computer hacking, economic espionage, and other offenses against five US companies and one US trade union. These were the first criminal charges to be filed against known state actors for hacking, according to the FBI. The judge in the case, brought in Western Pennsylvania, described it as “21st century burglary.” Many cases have followed, with FBI Director Christopher Wray saying the bureau opens a China-related case every ten hours.

One such case was charges brought against a New York policeman and US Army reservist in 2020 for acting as an illegal agent of China as well as committing wire fraud, making false statements, and obstructing an official proceeding. One of the man’s Chinese consulate-based handlers worked for the “China Association for Preservation and Development of Tibetan Culture,” a division of the UFWD, according to the charge. “This Department is responsible for, among other things, neutralizing potential opponents of the PRC and co-opting ethnic Chinese individuals living outside the PRC,” the charge read. In 2014, a Chinese citizen working for the same association was evicted from a UNHRC meeting in Geneva for intimidating a witness.

---
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In 2020, the US Department of State took the rare step of closing China’s consulate in Houston, Texas—one of China’s five consulates in the United States. According to China experts in the intelligence community, the Houston consulate was involved in a range of illicit behaviors that crossed a line in terms of what could be tolerated from a foreign diplomatic mission. Officials singled out a number of problematic activities by Chinese diplomats. These are worth listing in detail as they represent a typical range of behaviors the CCP engages in:

i. Involvement in espionage and trade secret theft;

ii. Guiding military researchers who concealed their affiliation with the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) on visa applications and advising them on how to obstruct investigations into this fraud;

iii. Aiding grant fraud by researchers at a Texas institution by guiding them on what information to collect;

iv. Serving as a base for “Fox Hunt” teams—agents sent from China to coerce economic fugitives, meaning political rivals of Xi, CCP critics, and refugees—to return to China;

v. Enabling direct lobbying of state and local officials, and businesspeople, to favor Chinese interests—normal activity except when conducted in a coercive and covert fashion, and to be kept within bounds when carried out by a foreign government; and

vi. Publicly criticizing Hong Kong pro-democracy activists and supporting nationalistic Chinese counter demonstrators.312

Crucially, these actions do not target only people of Chinese ethnicity, but also top-level scientists, businesspeople, and politicians. All of the above patterns and activities are underway in Europe. In fact, the CCP may be using laxer controls in Europe to conduct espionage activities against the United States by meeting there with agents in order to avoid the FBI’s increasingly watchful gaze, according to US Assistant Attorney General for National Security John C. Demers.313

One example is Xu Yanjun, also known as Qu Hui and Zhang Hui, a member of the Jiangsu province MSS, arrested in Brussels in 2018 before being extradited to the United States on charges of economic espionage and stealing trade secrets from US aviation and aerospace companies.314

The China Initiative has certainly made progress in managing interference efforts in the United States, yet there is no such initiative in Europe. Arrests are rarely made, prosecutions are rarely launched, and when they are, they often fall apart—apparently for lack of evidence. This despite the fact that Germany’s counterintelligence organization, the Bundesamt für Verfassungsschutz, highlighted growing challenges from Chinese espionage and the UFWD. According to its 2019 report, published in 2020:

“The scale of identifiable political and economic espionage has significantly increased, without a reduction in efforts to extract information from military targets. ... In addition, intelligence agents control and direct overseas Chinese communities in Germany. Obedient behavior is secured and strengthened through close institutional ties between Chinese companies, student groups and cultural clubs and institutions, and the ... united front.”

2. Concrete Transatlantic Responses

a) Immediate and independent responses in Europe and the United States

i. Properly fund and prioritize research to assess the challenge. Investigate to what degree politics, civil society, and business have been penetrated by United Front actors and strategies and other forms of CCP interference.

ii. Publicize this information wherever possible to build democratic security315 via strategic communication. Clearly identify core values, and the challenges to these.

iii. Assess domestic resources, capabilities, and weaknesses. In Europe, the EU’s disinformation task force
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should be immediately expanded to include a full, language and ethnographically fluent team focused on China. This effort should be mirrored in every nation state. National bodies should compare findings and cooperate as many United Front activities are transnational.

iv. Following on from (i.), identify beneficial ownership of businesses to create clarity around proxies. Take measures to address this situation where it is duplicitous. Require falsely registered United Front groups to re-register as political actors.

v. Push the core message: without national security there is no economic security. This is especially important in Europe where threat perception is low.

vi. Take cybersecurity seriously. This is still not the case in many, if not most, places. This requires funding.

vii. Malign actors should be “named and shamed.”

b) Responses in the transatlantic space

i. Reengage across the board with international organizations to challenge and limit Chinese influence and interference. Nature abhors a vacuum—do not permit the CCP to fill it. Engage with allies in Asia, Africa, and elsewhere.

ii. Deepen and widen the Democratic Order Initiative, or “D-10” (Democracies 10) alliance, to strengthen political and economic partnerships and supply chains.

iii. Respond collectively to diplomatic bullying against any partner.

iv. Create transatlantic rapid response mechanisms to offset Chinese disinformation.

v. Adopt the Taiwan model whereby government departments have “one hour to respond.”

vi. Require Chinese civil society groups tied to the United Front system to re-register as political actors, in order to ensure transparency. Where appropriate, criminalize and punish malign behaviors.

vii. Scrutinize money flows in academia, politics, and think tanks to exclude influence and interference. In the United States, the Department of Education is enforcing reporting rules after years of neglect; in Europe this effort is controversial and underfunded, carried out by independent civil society actors. German universities may charge around $1,000 for a single inquiry over funding sources.

viii. Civil society and governments should partner in active strategic messaging and public education, utilizing a full range of open-source and other information, to raise awareness and build democratic security.

3. Major recommendations

To counter coercive Chinese diplomacy, excessive intelligence gathering, and disinformation practices, the partners should:

i. Respond collectively to any case of diplomatic bullying of one partner with a “coercion against one is coercion against all” policy;

ii. Reengage in international organizations to limit Chinese power;

iii. Create transatlantic rapid-response mechanisms to offset Chinese disinformation; and

iv. Register Chinese “civil society” groups operating in the transatlantic space to limit intelligence gathering and influence peddling.
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